Introduction {#s1}
============

The primary aim of epilepsy surgery is to remove the epileptogenic zone (EZ), i.e., the minimum amount of cortex that must be resected to produce seizure freedom. The identification of the EZ is a difficult process, which requires intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings in 25--50% of the cases. However, even when using such iEEG information, epilepsy surgery still fails in a substantial ratio of patients ([@B1]). This means that iEEG criteria used for identifying the epileptogenic brain tissue are not clearly determined nor understood.

Currently, iEEG demonstration of the seizure-onset zone---the cortical areas from where seizures start---offers a well-accepted approximation of the EZ. Traditionally, the identification of the EZ is done visually, and particular attention is paid on the classical low-voltage fast activity, which is the most characteristic iEEG seizure-onset pattern across all forms of focal epilepsies ([@B2]--[@B4]). By using signal analysis techniques, this pattern has been shown to be made of fast activities (FA) ranging from 20 to 200 Hz ([@B5]--[@B13]). Recent improvements in the acquisition technology have even shown that such activities can be as fast as 400 Hz ([@B14]) and even more ([@B15]). Importantly, the resection of brain regions exhibiting FA at seizure onset seems to predict a favorable surgical outcome ([@B5], [@B11], [@B15]--[@B18]). This paves the way to the development of quantitative FA-based indices to guide epilepsy surgery.

In this context, an innovative method was proposed by the group of Marseille, where spectral and temporal information of stereotactic intracerebral EEG (SEEG) signals were mixed together to provide an index---named *Epileptogenicity Index* (EI)---quantifying the implication of each cortical site in seizure onset and early propagation ([@B19]). Keeping the same basic principles of EI determination during SEEG recordings, we proposed another quantification of epileptogenicity by adopting a neuroimaging approach in order to generate statistical parametric maps of FA, named *Epileptogenicity Maps* (EM) ([@B7]). The method is based on spectral analysis of FA ranging from 60 to 100 Hz at seizure onset (FA^60−100^) and the significantly activated electrodes (as compared to a baseline) are reported on the patient MRI to provide a 3-D anatomical map of seizure onset and propagation. Statistics can be performed at the group level, between seizures in the same patient or between patients suffering from the same type of epilepsy using normalization of brains to a common anatomical atlas. Such a quantification of FA^60−100^ was proved useful to provide clinicians with objective measurements and localization of the epileptic circuits ([@B7], [@B20]--[@B23]). However, whether the EM method reveals FA in any forms of focal epilepsies, whether it gives similar information as the traditional visual approach, and whether it helps to better delineate the EZ remain crucial issues.

To this aim, we conducted a study in a series of 21 consecutive patients suffering from of drug-resistant focal epilepsy and who underwent a SEEG study before surgery. SEEG recordings were analyzed both visually and using the EM approach, and the prognostic significance of removing areas exhibiting FA^60−100^ at seizure onset was evaluated.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

This retrospective study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of Direction de la Recherche Clinique of INSERM with written informed consent from all subjects or their representatives. The protocol was approved by the Comité d\'Evaluation Ethique de l\'INSERM IRB00003888 (protocol number 14-140).

Inclusion Criteria
------------------

For the purpose of this retrospective study, 21 of 27 consecutive patients suffering from drug-resistant focal seizures and studied by SEEG at Grenoble-Alpes University Hospital as part of their presurgical evaluation were selected according to the following criteria: (i) recording of at least one spontaneous seizure during SEEG investigation; (ii) surgery performed after SEEG investigation; (iii) at least 24 months of post-operative follow-up.

Patients\' Characteristics
--------------------------

All patients were suffering from drug-resistant focal epilepsy, the operability of which could not be decided on the basis of non-invasive procedures only. These latter included in all cases high-resolution MRI, scalp-video-EEG monitoring, and neuropsychological tests. ^18^FDG PET was performed in 15 cases.

There were 12 males and nine females in the series of patients, whose mean age at SEEG investigation was 26.9 years (range 6--45 years). Mean age at seizure onset was 11.3 years (range 0--25 years), and mean duration of epilepsy before SEEG was 15.7 years (range 4--29 years). MRI demonstrated different kind of lesions in 13 patients, of whom four had previously undergone unsuccessful surgery before SEEG procedure (\#2, 8, 9, 14). MRI was normal in eight.

SEEG Investigation
------------------

Ten to 18 electrodes were implanted in each patient (mean: 14) in stereotaxic conditions, according to the SEEG methodology developed in our group ([@B24]). The targets and number of intracerebral electrodes was tailored in each individual depending on the suspected origin of seizures. Preoperative targeting was performed using 3-D T1 brain MRI computed with a stereotactic software (VoximR, IVS solution, Germany), and using a stereotaxic and stereoscopic digitalized arteriography to determine avascular trajectories of the electrodes. Insertion of the electrodes (DIXI Medical, Besançon, France; diameter of 0.8 mm; 10--18 contacts, 2 mm length, 1.5 mm apart) was guided by a robotic arm (Neuromate, ISS, France) that was connected to the stereotactic frame and driven by the stereotactic software. All patients also underwent a peri-implantation MRI that allowed the direct visualization of the trajectory of each electrode.

Intracerebral recordings were conducted extra-operatively in chronic conditions (1--3 weeks) with reduced medication using an audio-video-EEG monitoring system (Micromed, Treviso, Italy) that allowed to record simultaneously up to 128 contacts, with a sampling rate of 512 Hz, and an acquisition band-pass filter between 0.1 and 200 Hz. Depth EEG activity was displayed between contiguous contacts at different levels along the axis of each electrode, and analysis of SEEG traces was done visually to delineate the epileptogenic region.

Surgery
-------

Surgery was performed according to the visual analysis of SEEG data. Particular attention was paid to the classical fast discharge recorded prior to the clinical onset of the seizure to delineate the cortical areas to be removed. At the time of the clinical decision, EM analysis was not available.

The extent of the resection was assessed on a 3-D T1 post-operative MRI usually performed 3 months after surgery. Images were normalized into the MNI coordinates to be further compared with EM.

Pathological examination was available in all cases and postoperative outcome was assessed at the last evaluation, according to Engel\'s classification ([@B25]).

Data Analysis {#s3}
=============

Visual Analysis of SEEG Data
----------------------------

All the SEEG-recorded spontaneous seizures were reviewed visually by one SEEG expert (LM) to delineate the EZ. When more than 10 seizures were recorded in one patient, only the first ten were analyzed. The EZ was defined as the cortical area(s) exhibiting clear SEEG changes within the first 4 s of the seizure onset. This choice of 4 s. was made in order to have an information of the initial network organization of the ictal discharge, and to allow comparison between visual and quantitative analysis. SEEG changes were considered as relevant when they occurred prior to the clinical onset of the seizure, and when they consisted in a fast synchronizing discharge (low voltage fast activity, or fast discharge of spikes). All SEEG contacts exhibiting this SEEG pattern were considered as being part of the EZ, and labeled as visually involved (VA+). SEEG contacts which did not exhibit this pattern were considered as not being part of the EZ and were therefore labeled as VA--.

Quantitative Analysis of SEEG Data
----------------------------------

All the SEEG-recorded seizures were independently processed (ASJ) using a quantitative analysis by epileptogenicity mapping, keeping the same definition of the EZ as for VA. The clinician (ASJ) was only aware of the time at seizure onset as defined by VA (done by clinician LM) in order to process the signal during the same time period. Epileptogenicity maps (EM) were obtained according to our previous study ([@B7]), using ImaGIN (<https://f-tract.eu/index.php/software/imagin/>), a homemade toolbox compatible with the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) software (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). The same code has been recently implemented in the Brainstorm software and tutorials for epileptogenicity mapping can be currently found in Brainstorm to facilitate replication studies (<https://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/Tutorials/Epileptogenicity>).

Due to the sampling rate of SEEG recordings (512 Hz), we found reasonable to set the superior limit of FA at 100 Hz. The presence of ictal FA^60−100^ was quantified for each electrode contact, by transforming the raw-SEEG signal into a time (*t*)/frequency (*f*) chart of power *P*. This time frequency chart of P(*t, f*) began with seizure onset and was analyzed for the first 4 s (Δ) with a temporal resolution *dt* of 100 ms and a spectral resolution of 1 Hz. A 15--20 s baseline period (Δ~b~) was selected within a 20--60 s window before seizure onset, without artifacts, for each seizure. FA^60−100^ power, *P* averaged in the frequency band 60--100 Hz, was computed for Δ/*dt* time points during the seizure onset, and compared with Δ~*b*~*/dt* samples from the baseline, for each electrode channel. These data were log-transformed to obtain a normalized distribution before the statistical test. Results of the log transform were interpolated on isotropic voxels of 3 mm, in order to represent the data obtained on the patient anatomical MRI normalized in the MNI referential with a good precision. Statistics of the difference of images of log-power of FA^60−100^ between seizure onset and baseline were obtained with a sample *t*-test, family-wise error (FWE) corrected to allow multiple comparisons. Epileptogenicity was defined as the result of this statistical test, i.e., the *t*-value of the differences in smoothed log-power between seizure and baseline. The *p*-value was set at 0.05 (FWE) to define statistical significance in maps of epileptogenicity. SEEG contacts that proved significantly activated, i.e., contained in the volume defined by significant epileptogenicity values, were labeled as EM+, those that did not exhibit significant activation were labeled as EM--. For each patient, 3-D maps of the most significant global maxima of FA^60−100^ at seizure onset were produced and represented on the patient anatomical 3-D T1 MRI, normalized in the MNI referential. The maps were performed for all individual seizures and at the patient level (thereafter defined as seizure group level).

Comparison Between Quantitative and Visual Analyses
---------------------------------------------------

An overlap ratio (OR) was first calculated for each seizure in order to evaluate whether VA and EM gave similar information. OR was defined as the number of SEEG contacts labeled as \[VA+EM+\] or \[VA--EM--\], divided by the total number of SEEG contacts ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Then, two additional ratios of overlap were calculated in order to evaluate the concordance of the two methods for defining the EZ (EZ + R), or for defining the regions that were spared at seizure onset (EZ -- R). They were calculated as follows: EZ + R = \[VA+EM+\]/(\[VA+EM+\] + \[VA+EM--\] + \[VA--EM+\]); EZ--R = \[VA--EM--\]/(\[VA--EM--\] + \[VA--EM+\] + \[VA+EM--\]).

###### 

Comparison between visual and quantitative analysis.

  **Pts**                               **Epileptogenic**   **Szrs**   **Contacts**   **VA+**   **EM+**   **VA+**   **VA--**   **VA+**   **VA--**   **OR**   **EZ+**   **EZ--R**   **Engel\'s**   **FR**
  ------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------- -------------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- --------- ---------- -------- --------- ----------- -------------- --------
  1[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    R F (premotor)      1--3       126            8.3       14.7      5.7       108.3      2.7       9          90.4     32.8      90.3        Ia             43.22
                                                            1                         10        8         9         109        1         7          93.6     52.9      93.2                       
                                                            2                         8         9         1         109        7         8          87.3     6.3       87.9                       
                                                            3                         7         19        7         107        0         12         90.7     36.8      89.9                       
  2                                     R T+ (T-insular)    4          126            21        40        14        79         7         26         73.8     29.8      70.5        Ic             2.4
  3[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    L F (opercular)     5          125            37        84        35        39         2         49         59.2     40.7      43.3        III            1.5
  4[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    R T+ (T-insular)    6-8        126            12        22.7      3.7       95         8.3       19         78.3     11.9      77.7        IV             4.7
                                                            6                         13        0         0         113        13        0          89.7     0         89.7                       
                                                            7                         11        3         0         112        11        3          88.9     0.2       88.9                       
                                                            8                         12        65        11        60         1         54         56.3     16        52.2                       
  5[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    L F+ (F-insular)    9-11       126            13.7      9.3       4.3       107.3      9.3       5          88.6     23        88.2        II             10.8
                                                            9                         18        9         1         100        17        8          80.1     3.8       80.0                       
                                                            10                        9         2         0         115        9         2          91.2     0         91.3                       
                                                            11                        14        17        12        107        2         5          94.4     63.2      93.9                       
  6                                     L F (opercular)     12-15      125            25        98.3      25        26.7       0         73.2       41.4     25.5      26.7        IV             17.7
                                                            12                        34        109       34        16         0         75         40       31.2      17.6                       
                                                            13                        28        107       28        18         0         79         36.8     26.2      18.6                       
                                                            14                        21        85        21        40         0         64         48.8     24.7      38.5                       
                                                            15                        17        92        17        33         0         75         40       18.5      30.6                       
  7[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    L Pcx (O mesial)    16-18      126            6.7       12.7      6         112.7      0.7       6.7        94.2     44.8      93.8        II             29.1
                                                            16                        7         8         5         116        2         3          96       50        95.9                       
                                                            17                        9         18        9         108        0         9          92.9     50        92.3                       
                                                            18                        4         12        4         114        0         8          93.6     33.3      93.4                       
  8[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    R F (opercular)     19-28      123            34.1      19.2      76.8      19.2       28        11.6       68.2     66        32.7        IV             17.9
                                                            19                        36        116       7         116        0         80         35       8         59.2                       
                                                            20                        16        6         101       6          16        5          82.9     82.8      22.2                       
                                                            21                        43        2         78        2          43        2          63.4     63.4      4.3                        
                                                            22                        68        19        46        19         58        9          45.5     40.7      22.1                       
                                                            23                        48        0         75        0          48        0          61       61        0                          
                                                            24                        49        0         74        0          49        0          60.2     60.2      0                          
                                                            25                        49        8         68        8          47        6          56.9     56.2      13.1                       
                                                            26                        11        5         109       5          9         3          90.2     90.1      29.4                       
                                                            27                        10        15        108       15         0         5          95.9     95.6      75.0                       
                                                            28                        10        21        102       21         0         11         91       90.3      65.6                       
  9[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}    R T+ (T-insular)    29         126            29        52        28        73         1         24         78.3     52.8      74.5        III            22.6
  10                                    R T (mesial)        30         125            19        9         9         106        10        0          92       47.4      91.4        Ia             52.0
  11[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   L Pcx (O-T)         31-38      126            32.3      79.4      28.5      42.9       3.4       50.9       56.6     34.4      44.1        Ia             18.3
                                                            31                        54        95        51        28         3         44         62.7     52        37.3                       
                                                            32                        12        99        12        27         0         87         30.9     12.1      23.7                       
                                                            33                        21        42        11        74         10        31         67.5     21.2      64.3                       
                                                            34                        87        116       83        6          4         33         70.6     69.2      14.0                       
                                                            35                        26        66        26        60         0         40         68.3     39.4      60.0                       
                                                            36                        40        71        27        42         13        44         54.8     32.1      42.4                       
                                                            37                        8         74        8         52         0         66         47.6     10.8      44.1                       
                                                            38                        10        72        10        54         0         62         50.8     13.9      46.6                       
  12                                    L T (mesial)        39         107            18        69        18        39         0         51         52.3     25        43.3        II             28.5
  13                                    R F (extended)      40-42      119            21        63        20        43         7         49         52.9     26.3      43.4        IV             16.3
                                                            40                        21        58        21        37         0         61         48.7     25.6      37.8                       
                                                            41                        32        57        26        31         6         56         47.9     29.5      33.3                       
                                                            42                        28        74        13        61         15        30         62.2     22.4      57.5                       
  14                                    L Pcx (O-T)         43         125            18        38        10        79         8         28         71.2     21.7      68.7        IV             6.2
  15[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   L F (premotor)      44-51      96             29.1      37.5      18.1      47.6       11        19.2       68.5     37.5      61.2        IV             24.4
                                                            44                        24        0         0         72         24        0          75       0         75.0                       
                                                            45                        18        23        9         64         9         14         76       28.1      73.6                       
                                                            46                        14        43        14        53         0         29         69.8     32.6      64.6                       
                                                            47                        35        3         3         61         32        0          66.7     8.6       65.6                       
                                                            48                        36        39        20        41         16        19         63.5     36.4      53.9                       
                                                            49                        23        69        23        27         0         46         52.1     33.3      37.0                       
                                                            50                        26        31        21        60         5         10         84.4     58.3      80.0                       
                                                            51                        57        91        55        3          2         36         60.4     59        7.3                        
  16                                    L T (mesial)        52         125            51        34        29        69         22        5          78.4     51.8      71.9        IV             25.8
  17[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   L F (opercular)     53-56      126            21.5      62        21        66         0.5       41         69       33.6      61.4        Ia             16.7
                                                            53                        18        66        18        60         0         48         61.9     27.3      55.6                       
                                                            54                        22        55        22        71         0         33         73.8     40        68.3                       
                                                            55                        22        61        20        73         2         41         73.8     31.7      62.9                       
                                                            56                        24        66        24        60         0         42         66.7     36.4      58.8                       
  18                                    L F+ (F-T)          57         117            43        94        41        21         2         53         53       42.7      27.6        Ia             41.6
  19                                    R T (mesial)        58-59      124            8.5       4         0         111.5      8.5       4          89.9     0         89.9        IV             26.8
                                                            58                        12        0         0         112        12        0          90.3     0         90.3                       
                                                            59                        5         8         0         111        5         8          89.5     0         89.5                       
  20                                    L F (premotor)      60         125            16        115       16        10         0         99         20.8     13.9      9.2         Id             24.4
  21                                    L F (extended)      61-68      126            46.3      52.4      27.2      54.4       19.1      25.1       64.8     38.1      55.2        IV             13.5
                                                            61                        41        112       41        13         0         71         42.9     36.6      15.5                       
                                                            62                        20        28        12        90         8         16         80.9     33.3      78.9                       
                                                            63                        60        18        6         54         54        12         47.6     8.3       45.0                       
                                                            64                        58        103       58        23         0         45         64.3     56.3      33.8                       
                                                            65                        48        14        7         71         41        7          61.9     12.7      59.7                       
                                                            66                        59        48        36        55         23        12         72.2     50.7      61.1                       
                                                            67                        23        15        2         90         21        13         73       5.6       72.6                       
                                                            68                        62        81        56        39         6         25         75.4     64.4      55.7                       

Each white row represents one seizure, gray rows represent a group of seizures for one patient. VA, visual analysis (+/--, number (or mean number) of contacts involved/not involved at seizure onset); EM, epileptogenicity map (+/--, number (or mean number) of contacts showing a significant activation/no activation at seizure onset); OR, overlap ratio between VA and EM; EZ+R, overlap ratio evaluating the concordance of the two methods for defining the EZ; EZ-R, overlap ratio evaluating the concordance of the two methods for defining the regions that were spared at seizure onset; FR, FASTectomy ratio;

*Patients with a positive MRI; F/F+, frontal/frontal+; T/T+, temporal/temporal+; Pcx, posterior cortex; O, occipital*.

We further assessed whether the concordance between VA and EM depended on the type and location of epilepsy, or was associated with the surgical outcome. To do so, and in order to avoid biasing our quantitative analysis (the number of seizures per patient ranged from 1 to 10), we calculated a mean OR per patient, defined as the mean number of SEEG contacts that were both labeled as \[VA+ EM+\] or \[VA-- EM--\] for the group of seizures, divided by the mean number of SEEG contacts. Similarly, a mean EZ + R and a mean EZ -- R were calculated.

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 7.0. We used the Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the different mean ratios and the location of the EZ (frontal/frontal + vs. temporal/temporal+ vs. posterior), and the Mann-Whitney test to compare the different ratios with the type of epilepsy (MRI positive vs. MR negative) and the surgical outcome (class I vs. class II-III-IV).

Comparison Between Quantitative Analysis and Extent of the Resection
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the prognostic value of removing the brain regions displaying significant FA^60−100^ at seizure onset, a resection mask was delineated on post-operative 3-D T1 MRI of each patient, co-registered with both anatomical and peri-implantation MRI, allowing to compare the extent of the resection with EM ([Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We then calculated a FASTectomy ratio for each patient, by dividing the sum of the epileptogenicity values of all the voxels with significant FA^60−100^ belonging to the resection mask by the sum of the epileptogenicity values of all voxels of the image with significant FA^60−100^. A ratio of 1 meant that all cortical regions generating FA^60−100^ were resected. The patients were ranked into six groups according to their post-surgical outcome (Engel\'s class IA to IV). A non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to look for any differences between the groups. Significance was set at *p* \< 0.05.

![EM method applied to a temporal epilepsy case (\#4). For this patient, the semiology pointed to a right temporo-insular involvement, in association with a hippocampal sclerosis. Right temporal and perisylvian implantation was performed. The only seizure recorded started in the hippocampus (first arrow), with an early but discrete visual involvement of the insular cortex (second arrow). EM retrospectively confirmed the hippocampal involvement, but also enhanced the early insular involvement during the seizure. The resection (planned on visual analysis) was limited to the mesial temporal cortex, and FASTectomy ratio was very low (4%). Immediately after surgery, the patient started to have seizures pointing to the right insula (left tingling, throat constriction). The colorbar indicates the epileptogenicity values. Resection mask is in white. R, right; T, temporal; TP, temporal pole; aHc/pHc, anterior/posterior hippocampus; Ent, entorhinal cortex; HcG, parahippocampal gyrus; Fus, fusiform gyrus; T1/T2/T3, first/second/third temporal gyrus.](fneur-10-01263-g0001){#F1}

![EM method applied to a frontal epilepsy case (\#6). A bilateral premotor and opercular implantation was performed, predominating on the left. The fourth seizure recorded is shown, demonstrating a widely extended mesio-lateral network at seizure onset, involving predominantly the left frontal operculum but also the left mesial premotor cortex (arrows). EM applied to the same seizure demonstrated similar significant activation of FA, but enhanced the major involvement (in red) of the frontal operculum. Resection was mainly targeted over the frontal operculum but proved incomplete because of a weak participation of the patient during awake surgery, which did not allow to correctly evaluate language areas. FASTectomy ratio was low (17.7%) and patient was not improved after surgery. The colorbar indicates the epileptogenicity values. Resection mask is in white. R, right; L, left; F, frontal; DL, dorsolateral; M, mesial.](fneur-10-01263-g0002){#F2}

Results {#s4}
=======

Global Results
--------------

A total number of 68 seizures were analyzed in the 21 patients (mean: 3.2 per patient), with an average number of recording contacts per patient of 122.5 (SD 7.6).

Based on SEEG findings, the EZ proved to be left sided in 13 patients, and right-sided in eight. It was unilobar in 14 cases and multilobar in seven. More precisely, the EZ was frontal (premotor: 3; opercular: 4; extended: 2) or frontal+ (fronto-temporal: 1; fronto-insular: 1) in 11 patients, temporal (mesio-temporal: 4) or temporal+ (temporo-insular: 3) in 7 patients, and posterior in 3 patients (occipital: 1, occipito-temporal: 2).

Surgery was performed in one step in 17 cases, and in two-steps in four cases (\#11, \#13, \#18, \#21). In four patients, the EZ could not be fully removed because of functional anatomical constraints (\#3, \#8, \#16) or weak participation of the patient during awake surgery (\#6).

Pathological examination found different kind of lesions in 10 of the 13 patients whose MRI proved positive, including focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) in seven, hippocampal sclerosis (HS) in one, nodular heterotopia (NH) in one, and cavernoma in one. Three patients had nonspecific gliosis. In the eight patients without any abnormality on MRI, histological exam revealed a nonspecific gliosis in five, FCD in two, and HS in one.

After a mean post-operative follow-up of 50.1 months (range 24--80 months), seven patients (33%) were in class I (IA: 5, IC: 1, ID: 1), five (24%) were improved (II: 3, III: 2) and nine (43%) were unchanged.

Epileptogenicity Maps
---------------------

EM revealed a significant activation in the 60--100 Hz band at seizure onset in all but 5 of the 68 seizures (92.6%), and in at least one seizure in all the 21 patients ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The five seizures in which EM failed to exhibit any significant changes occurred in 3 of the 13 MRI positive cases, and in one of the eight MRI negative cases. They were recorded in one mesio-temporal case, one temporal+ case, and in two frontal lobe cases.

Epileptogenicity Maps vs. Visual Analysis
-----------------------------------------

At the seizure level (*n* = 68, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), the mean number of contacts involved at seizure onset was higher using EM (46.0, SD: 37.2) than using VA (27.6, SD: 18.2), and the difference was statistically significant (*p* \< 0.0001). OR ranged from 20.8 to 96.0%, with an average of 67.8% (SD: 18.4). These values, however, were biased by the high number of \[VA--EM--\] contacts (mean: 64.3, SD: 33.5), as compared with the number of \[VA+EM+\] contacts (mean: 20.7, SD: 17.0). It thus appeared that the concordance of the two methods was better for defining the regions that were spared at seizure onset (EZ--R, mean: 54.6%, SD: 27.6) than for defining the EZ (EZ + R, mean: 34.9%, SD: 23.7), the difference being statistically significant (*p* \< 0.001).

Similar findings were found at the patient level (*n* = 21, [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The concordance between visual and quantitative analysis for defining the regions spared at seizure onset was better in temporal/temporal+ (mean: 74.5%) than in the other forms of epilepsy, a difference that almost reached significance (*p* = 0.06) ([Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This tendency was further confirmed when comparing only temporal/temporal+ patients with frontal/frontal+ patients (*p* = 0.036) ([Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The presence or absence of MRI abnormalities showed no difference whatever the ratio studied ([Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Overlap ratios between visual and quantitative analysis depending on the epilepsy type and surgical outcome. **(A)** Global overlap ratio between the two methods (OR, left) and their concordance to define the EZ (EZ + R, middle) and the regions that were spared at seizure onset (EZ -- R, right) for all epilepsy locations (F/F+, frontal/frontal+, T/T+, temporal/temporal+, Pcx, posterior cortex). Mean values of OR, EZ + R, and EZ -- R were, respectively 78.3, 33.6, and 74.5% for T/T+ patients (*n* = 7), 64.8, 29.8, and 43.4% for F/F+ patients (*n* = 11), and 71.2, 34.4, and 68.7% for Pcx patients (*n* = 3). **(B)** OR, EZ + R, and EZ--R for F/F+ and T/T+ patients only. **(C)** OR, EZ + R, and EZ -- R in MRI+ (*n* = 13) or MRI- (*n* = 8) patients. Mean values were, respectively 73.6, 35.9, and 67.9 for MRI+ patients, and 64.8, 26.3, and 65.2% for MRI- patients. **(D)** OR, EZ + R, and EZ -- R in seizure-free (class Ia, *n* = 5) and not seizure-free (class Ic to IV *n* = 16) patients. Mean values of OR, EZ + R, and EZ -- R were, respectively 69.0, 34.4, and 61.4% for patients in class Ia, and 69.8, 28.1, and 64.9% for patients in class Ib to IV.](fneur-10-01263-g0003){#F3}

Epileptogenicity Maps and Surgical Outcome
------------------------------------------

### Relationships Between Overlap Ratios and Surgical Outcome

To evaluate whether the concordance between quantitative and visual analysis might have a prognostic significance, OR, EZ + R, and EZ--R were compared between patients who were completely seizure-free after surgery (class Ia) and those who were not (class Ib to IV). No significant difference was found between the two groups ([Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), even after excluding the four patients in whom resective surgery was incomplete because of functional anatomical constraints.

### Correlation Between FASTectomy Ratio and Seizure Outcome

The mean FASTectomy ratio was higher in Engel I patients (mean = 28.4%), than in Engel II (mean 22.8%), Engel III (mean 12.1%), and Engel IV (mean 17%) patients ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical comparison was performed between patients who were completely seizure-free (Engel Ia) and those who were not (Engel Ib to IV), and the difference was statistically significant (*p* = 0.048) ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that quantitative analysis using EM might be helpful to tailor the resection. The small number of patients does not allow us to evaluate whether the FASTectomy ratio correlated with the surgical outcome depending on the epilepsy type.

![FASTectomy ratios depending on post-operative outcome. **(A)** FASTectomy ratio was globally higher in class I patients (mean: 28.4%), as compared with class II (mean: 22.8%), class III (mean: 12.1%), and class IV (men: 17%) patients. **(B)** The mean FASTectomy ratio was higher in completely seizure-free patients (class Ia) than in non seizure-free patients (class Ib to IV) and the difference was statistically significant (*p* = 0.048, Mann-Whitney test). Nine non seizure-free patients, however, had a higher FASTectomy ratio than some of class Ia patients.](fneur-10-01263-g0004){#F4}

Discussion {#s5}
==========

The last decade, a growing field of research has focused on intracranially-recorded *interictal events*, named high-frequency oscillations (HFO, 80--500 Hz), that could be a relevant signature of the EZ ([@B26]). Studying these events, although particularly interesting, was not the purpose of the present work. We rather concentrated here on another research field focused on *ictal events*, that we called fast activities (FA) to avoid any confusion and because their oscillatory character has not been clearly established.

The occurrence of FA is a common finding at seizure onset in patients submitted to iEEG, especially in seizures of neocortical origin ([@B4]). Different pathological substrates may share this pattern ([@B2], [@B3]), that might be associated with a more favorable surgical outcome ([@B5], [@B11], [@B15]--[@B18]). Different computer-based signal analysis methods have thus been developed for objectively quantifying ictal FA in different frequency ranges, based on automatic ([@B9]), semi-automatic ([@B19]) or visual ([@B5], [@B7], [@B10], [@B11], [@B15], [@B18]) detection of the seizure onset. These approaches may also incorporate other variables such as amplitude, mobility, and complexity ([@B5]), attenuation of slower alpha-theta activities and/or time course of FA ([@B18], [@B19]), slow polarizing shift and voltage depression ([@B9]) or spikes preceding multiband FA concurrent with suppression of low frequencies ([@B10]). Some of these methods, recently compared in a very small series of patients, have been proved to converge for detecting FA when traditional visual inspection was successful, whereas they showed discordant results and did not provide relevant information in comparison to traditional analyses in patients with more complex EZ ([@B27]).

In this context, our study aimed at assessing in more details the EM method ([@B7]) with the 3-fold purpose to evaluate (i) whether EM could detect ictal FA in different forms of focal epilepsies, (ii) whether EM provided similar information than visual analysis and (iii) whether EM might help for the surgical decision.

Can ictal FA Be Quantitatively Detected in All Epilepsy Types?
--------------------------------------------------------------

Our study, although conducted in a small series of patients (*n* = 21), takes advantage of the cohort heterogeneity both for epilepsy location and pathological substrates. A significant ictal FA^60−100^ activation was found at least in one seizure for all patients, and in 92.6% of all seizures, although age at SEEG, epilepsy duration, underlying pathology and seizure localization widely varied across patients ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). EM thus appears as a highly sensitive method to detect FA in the 60--100 Hz range at seizure onset whatever the epilepsy type, which encourages the use of computerized approaches focused on this frequency band.

In 5 of the 68 seizures, however, recorded in four patients, we failed to identify any significant FA^60−100^ activation, even though FA were visually identified. This limitation, already reported with other methods ([@B14], [@B28]--[@B30]), can be partly solved by performing statistics at the seizure group level in the same patient, which requires the recording of multiple seizures in each individual. Nevertheless, the question of why EM miss some ictal FA remains opened, and there could be different reasons for this finding: (i) the 4 s sliding window that we used was too short to detect significant FA; Wu et al. for instance, found that FA started 5--55 s after the SEEG onset in most (70%) of mesio-temporal lobe seizures ([@B30]); these authors, however, used a visual definition of the seizure onset very different from ours, since they looked at rhythmic sinusoidal activity or repetitive spikes rather than at fast rhythms; (ii) the frequency range that we considered was too high to detect all FA that were visually identified; indeed, it has been shown that focal seizures---mainly of mesio-temporal lobe origin---often start with FA in the beta and low gamma bands ([@B5], [@B17], [@B31]); nevertheless, only one of the five seizures where EM failed to detect FA^60−100^ started in MTL structures, and EM was positive in four of the five MTL seizures recorded; (iii) EM detected only statistically significant FA^60−100^ activation with respect to a baseline chosen very close (20--60 s) to the ictal onset, so that a subtle increase of FA could have been underestimated; in particular, interictal HFO that may occur or increase near the time of seizure onset ([@B14], [@B32], [@B33]) could produce an interference with the EM method, although their frequency range is usually above 80 Hz; similarly, the filtering of interictal spikes may produce FA during the baseline period ([@B34]) and therefore could falsely attenuate the ictal increase of FA^60−100^. Choosing a baseline in the postictal phase could overcome this problem, especially in FCD cases where the structures involved at seizure onset usually display a strong postictal depression ([@B35]).

Are Computers Better Than the Human Eye to Detect FA at Seizure Onset?
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To the best of our knowledge, none of the signal analysis methods has provided results that strictly matched the traditional visual identification of the EZ. Our study, focused on FA only, does not escape this assumption. The mean overlap ratio (OR) between visual (VA) and quantified (EM) analyses, as assessed blindly, was 67.8% (20.8--96.0%) for the 68 seizures, and 68.6% (20.8--94.2%) for the 21 patients. As expected, no difference was found between MRI+ and MRI-- patients. This concordance was close to the one reported by Gnatkovsky et al. ([@B9]), whose computer-assisted method---that included both FA, flattening and slow polarizing shift---matched with the visually-defined EZ in 74% of the 14 studied patients. It is also closed to the study of Wu et al. ([@B30]) which found, in 61 mesio-temporal lobe seizures, a 70% spatial correlation between the EZ and ictal FA as assessed only visually. Discordant results, however, accounted for a substantial number of recording sites and this might be due, as stated above, to the difficulty to detect FA in the high gamma range using the traditional visual inspection, and/or to possible high fractions of FA that might occur during the baseline period in the region from where seizures start. This can be due also that VA was assessed by one clinician only, which makes impossible any interrater reliability that is known to be moderate for VA of iEEG signals \[see for instance ([@B36]) for seizure identification during iEEG\].

Nevertheless, our work interestingly showed that the concordance between VA and EM was better for defining the regions spared at seizure onset than those from which seizure arose (*p* \< 0.001), especially in temporal/temporal+ patients. This implies that EM might have a good negative predictive value, which could be helpful for minimizing the resection. In the contrary, the two methods were much more discordant to define the EZ, with a mean number of electrode contacts involved at seizure onset significantly higher with EM than with VA (*p* = 0.04). This large EM activation, that might suggest a limited positive predictive value of EM, could be due to the normalization step and spatial smoothing required for the correction of multiple comparisons that we used with our method. It could be due also, as already mentioned, to SEEG features that remain sub-threshold to VA and can be revealed only by quantitative measurements.

Can Surgical Outcome Be Improved by Using Quantitative Analysis of ictal FA?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The most common criterion for determining whether a particular ictal onset pattern is helpful in epilepsy surgery is to evaluate its impact on surgical outcome. A recent meta-analysis found that the low voltage FA pattern was associated with good outcome in various forms of epilepsies, especially when neocortical and focal ([@B4]). A Cochrane review, however, identified only two studies (11 patients in total) which used ictal FA in making decisions about epilepsy surgery, with no reliable conclusions due to methodological limitations and the small sample size ([@B37]). There is therefore only sparse evidence on the value of ictal FA alone to guide surgical resection, in as much as their most relevant frequency range is not known, and---more importantly---that they do not consider the whole seizure pattern, as recently emphasized ([@B10]).

Our study was conducted in a cohort of particularly complex cases, of whom 8/21 (38%) had a negative MRI, 14/21 had an extra-temporal EZ, 7/21 (33%) had a multilobar EZ, and 4/21 (26.1%) had previously undergone unsuccessful surgery. As expected, surgical outcome was quite poor (only 38% of patients had a class I outcome), and the aim of our study was precisely to define whether the use of FA quantification could have added different information. We showed first that although the spatial distribution of the visually-defined EZ and ictal FA^60−100^ did not fully overlap, such a discrepancy did not have any prognostic significance for seizure outcome. This applied both for the detection of regions involved at seizure onset and for the identification of regions that were spared. Our results suggest that computer-based signal analysis methods cannot substitute for visual analysis, but might complement the traditional visual inspection in a way that will need further clarification. A second important result of our study was to show that the FASTectomy ratio significantly correlated with seizure outcome, which therefore underlines that evaluation of FA^60−100^ at seizure onset might help to adapt surgery. Interestingly, none of the four patients of whom some of the seizures did not exhibit any FA at EM analysis were seizure-free after surgery, which could represent a "red flag" indicating that the EZ was incompletely sampled. This result, however, does not mean that ictal FA is the only electrophysiological factor of prognostic significance, as illustrated by a recent SEEG study showing that although FA at seizure onset was associated with favorable outcome in patients with FCD and neurodevelopmental tumors, the completeness of the EZ resection was the sole independent predictive variable ([@B16]). Our study does not mean either that ictal FA can delineate alone the brain areas to be resected. More complex ictal time-frequency patterns, including interictal to ictal transition, FA activations and low frequency suppressions, and seizure evolution, could be more reliable to delineate the EZ, as recently shown by Grynenko et al. ([@B10]). Still, other SEEG data such as early seizure spread, interictal activity, post-ictal depression and electrical stimulation results are also considered for the surgical decision ([@B38]). Also, a growing amount of data suggests that other relevant biomarkers of the EZ do exist, namely interictal HFO, as showed by a recent meta-analysis that found a higher resection ratio for HFO in seizure-free vs. non seizure-free patients ([@B39]). Importantly, existing data, including ours, cannot answer to the crucial clinical question of whether a patient will become seizure-free if the FASTectomy or HFOectomy ratios are high. Our results, indeed, although significant at the group level, showed that some of the non seizure-free patients exhibited a FASTectomy ratio higher than in the seizure-free group ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), a finding also reported when studying interictal HFO ([@B40]).
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